
Bicycle Adventure Extravaganza VII The Twilight Zone Scavenger Hunt List 
1. Huge air conditioner unit  
2. White garage door built under steps. 
3. Yellow "uprights" 
4. A pool with no water in it 
5. Purple Staircase with purple pillar 
6. Brown sign with yellow letters and a flagpole behind it 
7. "Heroes work here" sign 
8. No parking sign in front of a parking garage  
9. Rooster and hen starring deep into a blue flower 
10. Small bridge over rock garden 
11. "Pay here" zone 1503 sign 
12. 3 white triangles on an old spiritual rooftop 
13. A white mini-mini van 
14. Cat on a leash 

15. Green metal roof with no walls 

16. "Loose Gravel" sign  
17. Rainbow swirling  
18. No trucks sign 
19. Circle going through crossed squiggly cylinders and crossed straight lines (Hint: Art Piece)  
20. Roadkill 
21. Big Yellow star with a smile on it. 
22. A building with 8 garage doors on three sides  
23. Rainbow crosswalk 
24. 16 painted pieces of pie 
25. Square glass block over an entry way 
26. A goal with no net 
27. Tow truck towing a vehicle 
28. Old but new bakery sign 
29. Frothy beer mug on a sign 
30. Building with 6 floors 
31. "Cafe espresso" red circle sign (hint, buy some ice-cream and fine products made from scratch) 
32. A wooden bridge 
33. The 2 loggers sitting down 
34. The bowling league sponsor of the guy standing to the left of Terry Porter? 
35. “Begin bike route” sign 
36. “Caution employees and children crossing” sign 
37. Flagpole on top of 4 story building 
38. A red door 
39. Ramp that goes under building to the other side 
40. Bell tower made of stone on a corner 
41. Spiked fence protecting 2 air conditioners  
42. Heart shaped rock 
43. Stevens Poin... Where’s the "T" ? (Hint, sign on brick building)  
44. Big green sign that reminds you to brush your teeth 
45. Misfits face between two doors (look up) 
46. Striped awning over the place where whatever you choose to eat will be amazing 
47. All traffic must turn right sign 
48. Pabst over the 13 
49. Large diamond 
50. Competitive swimming pool with caution tape around it. 
51. 40 rectangular Solar panels in a row 
52. Mailbox made from wheels 
53. Red arched doorway 
54. Dalmatian with a mask on 



55. Mosaic muskellunge 
56. Plastic pink flamingos  
57. Corrugated tin where windows once were.  
58. UWSP stained glass on inside of window 
59. "So Line 158" sign 
60. Purple shoes 
61. Three metal exhaust stacks outside a building and running through the roof 
62. Colorful car tires not on cars 
63. Hops growing up the side of a historic building.   
64. Three Martial Arts disciplines on one sign. 
65. Sports team pocket schedule  
66. "meat" above a doorway 
67. Gargoyle looking at cars go by on Church Street 
68. Lice! On an empty lot. 
69. Large white tooth with a green plant for roots 
70. Irish flag 
71. House with purple trim 
72. Large train wheel not on a train. 
73. L shaped raised garden bed 
74. 2 little libraries next to each other  
75. Trampoline next to a pool  
76. Life size “Tow Mater” 
77. Cannon facing north 
78. French horn on a door 
79. Empty “Point Special Lager” beer can 

80. Wood flowers on fence 

81. Trash can with a red top 

82. A big Black Moose  
83. 8 ball under a black water droplet. 
84. A sign with two X’s on it 

85. Someone washing a car 

86. Air tank hanging on side of building 
87. The word “flammable” on a sign 

88. Huge Boulder in front of red brick wall 

89. A weathervane 

90. Three street name signs stacked on top of each other 

91. Clothesline with clothes hanging on it 

92. Red and White farmers market sign 

93. Animal tracks  
94. Red rocket above Wisconsin 
95. A canoe 

96. Winter Snow Boots 

97. Cactus plants 

98. Huge sized brewing hops. Hold the glass while you are at it 

99. A Singles advertisement 

100.  Pontoon Boat out of water 

101.  Schlitz over the ballroom 

102.  Animal statue in front yard 

103.  Target with 7 arrows in the bullseye 
104.  Triangle window on a second floor 

105.  Functioning Public Telephone 

106.  Large blue back door 



107.  Senior Citizen Center 

108.  “1965” engraved in stone 

109.  Promotional Pen with a Stevens Point Business printed on it 

110.  Huge Mosaic Bird 

111.  Fortune from a fortune cookie 

112.  Flagpole with one flag on top of another 

113.  Coin from a different country 

114.  Bicycle Wheel yard art (no bike, only wheel/s) 

115.  A record player in a display window 

116.  Triangular flower bed surrounded by cement 
117.  A tree-swing 

118.  A restaurant sandwich board with daily specials 

119.  Yellow fire hydrant with white caps 

120.  A mannequin  

121.  A blue bottle-tree 

122.  An old pager device 

123.  Disc golf basket in small front yard 

124.  Green Graffiti (do not make your own) 

125.  Maroon house with blue trim 

126.  A cement truck 

127.  An electric palm-tree 

128.  A diving board 

129.  A #8 golf club 

130.  Orange Porta-Potty 

131.  A bumper sticker about animals 

132.  Pair of Cowboy Boots 

133.  A red and white striped lighthouse 

134.  Bench that looks like a tree 

135.  A yellow “Watch for Wildlife” sign 

136.  Red Flag with a yellow stripe 

137.  A stranger holding their cat  

138.  Window boarded up 

139.  Purple map of the "complex" 
140.  Someone riding a skateboard 

141.  A vanity license plate 

142.  Red takeout menu 

143.  Detour sign 

144.  Tree hanging over water 

145.  Inlay metal letters in sidewalk 

146.  Triangular Neon Point Beer Sign 

147.  A clocktower 

148.  A purple napkin 

149.  Selfie on a cow bench 

150.  Corn on the cob 

 


